Discover insights hidden in your branch
and staﬃng data. Turn insights into action.
CloudCords Data Analytics provides powerful tools to access, analyze,
and visualize your data for making better decisions faster.

Make better strategic decisions with custom
reports and dashboards
Extracting insights from large amounts of your branch and staffing data
will help your executives make better strategic branch transformation
decisions faster.
CloudCords Data Analytics provides powerful and intuitive tools to
access and query your data, to create custom dashboards and
visualizations, and to share them with executives for strategic decisions.

Enable line of business leaders to make
conﬁdent operational decisions
Line of business leaders need custom, recurring reports and
dashboards to identify patterns, trends, or outliers.
CloudCords Data Analytics enables you to arrange a group of charts
and tables into custom dashboards for continual tracking of KPIs. The
dashboards are automatically updated to deliver the most current
information for confident decision making.

Find answers quickly for speciﬁc business questions
From time to time, internal partners such as finance, HR, or compliance
may have specific business questions that require ad hoc analysis.
CloudCords Data Analytics enables you to quickly answer specific
questions by creating custom queries with selected data sources and
generating custom reports.
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Drive Conﬁdent Decisions Supported by Data
Query CloudCords Data
including branches, attributes,
transaction history and forecasts,
staff, shifts, and more

Create Custom Reports

by utilizing an extensive
visualization library including
tables, charts, maps, and more

Create Custom Dashboards
by organizing the selected
reports and utilizing the
extensive visualization library

Share Reports & Dashboards
that are automatically updated
and emailed to line of business
leaders or internal partners

Kiran Analytics, a Verint Company, is a leader in accelerating banking transformation through the application of advanced analytics.
Our branch workforce management products and process improvement advisory services help financial institutions improve
customer experience, operational efficiency, and business performance. Eight out of the top ten US retail banks rely on CloudCords
software to power their workforce management processes. CloudCords software is deployed in over 40,000 branches worldwide.
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